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HILL O’ MANY STANES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Hill o’ Many Stanes is situated in NE Caithness. It comprises about 200 stones
which are arranged in at least 22 rows running down the southern slope of a low
hill. The rows run from N to S, radiating from a rocky knoll to the N. To the S is a
feature of unknown date and function, possibly a building. The standing stones are
generally thin slabs set with their faces looking across the rows and packed at the
base with smaller stones. To the E, small hollows packed with stones indicate that
there were further rows here.

CHARACTER OF THE MONUMENT
Historical Overview
•

Over the last 100 years, 50 stones have apparently been lost: in 1871
Dryden noted 250, of which 192 remained erect in 1910. In 1978, the
monument was surveyed by Ashmore and Livingstone, and in 1985 by
Mercer. Different conventions and numbering systems were employed.
Both plans seem to be accurate, although Ashmore’s plan is likely to have
the most consistent conventions, and Mercer discovered a further 15
possible stones. Comparison of the plans led to the observation that some
stone deterioration was taking place and that some were leaning further
than when previously observed.

• 1961 monument passed into State care.
• Archaeologists from Cardiff University and Glasgow University have been
undertaking recent fieldwork in the Yarrows area, and this includes looking
at related stone rows. This is not yet published.

Archaeological Overview
• The monument comprises the largest and best-preserved of the multiple
rows of small stones which were erected by the inhabitants of Caithness
and eastern Sutherland about 4000 years ago. Such multiple stone rows
are only paralleled in Caithness, Sutherland, southern Brittany and
Dartmoor. They are difficult to date. This monument is undated and its
chronology can only be inferred from dates elsewhere: artefact associations
and some radiocarbon dates suggest such monuments were mostly erected
in the Bronze Age.
• There has been little work on the archaeology of Caithness in general since
the 19th century, and as a result the archaeology of this area is not as wellknown or as well-understood as it deserves to be.
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Artistic/Architectural Overview
•
Nothing definitive is known of how this monument was laid out, or why this
particular place was chosen.
Social Overview
•
Whatever the function of the stone rows (perhaps it was used to organise the
farming cycle), considerable time, effort and organisation must have been
expended by the community to create them.
Spiritual Overview
•
It has been suggested that stone rows, like stone circles, were used for
gatherings and religious ceremonies. It is also possible that these monuments
were used to follow the solar and lunar cycles. There are also those who
believe that the monuments were laid out on the basis of consistent
measurements (the so-called megalithic yard, etc) and this monument has
been studied in this context.
Aesthetic Overview
•
Although heather and gorse can obscure the low stones if not managed,
there is a fascination in being able to walk along and between the radiating
rows.
What are the major gaps in understanding of the property?
• No scientific dates exist; in fact nothing is known of the sub-surface
archaeology of the site.
•

Scientific geological examination of the stones may provide clues as to where
they were sourced from.

•

The wider landscape context of this monument is not well understood: where
was contemporary settlement, what did the contemporary environment look like
at the time of construction, etc. The publication of recent fieldwork by Cardiff
and Glasgow Universities is therefore awaited with interest.

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Key points
• An example of a rare monument type paralleled only in Caithness,
Sutherland, southern Brittany and Dartmoor. Such monuments are
presumed to be Bronze Age in date.
• Largest and best-preserved example of multiple rows of small stones which
were erected by the inhabitants of Caithness and eastern Sutherland about
4000 years ago.
• Provides insight into prehistoric technologies and beliefs, probably a
particular interest in astronomy.
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•

The relationship of the monument to the people who built it, where and how
they lived is poorly understood.

Associated Properties
This is the only example of stone rows in the care of Historic Environment
Scotland; related monuments are promoted further to the north at Yarrows, as part
of an archaeological trail that embraces an extensive and well-preserved, multiperiod archaeological landscape (includes Cairn o’Get). Relates, in more general
terms, to the Estate’s late Neolithic/Bronze-Age ritual monuments, such as stone
circles, henges, etc. Prehistoric interest in astronomy witnessed at other
monuments such as Maeshowe, etc.
Keywords
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